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at the beginning of the book, baba is an amnesiac. he does not remember
any of the events of his life. he starts to remember the past through the

diary of his deceased wife. he learns that he was a wealthy man who owned
a laundry. he went to china to serve in the army in world war ii. after the

war, he did not want to return to china. the war had killed his wife. he
learned that she was in love with a ghost. the ghost was her first husband
who was killed by her in a fit of rage. because of her husband's ghost, she
became a ghost as well. she decided to stay in the ghost world, but she

needed to find her first husband's ghost. the quadrilateral talks were more
serious than most of us realized. the four capitals of east and southeast asia
had some serious differences, particularly on the issue of taiwan, tibet, and
xinjiang, a massive, restive province bordering pakistan. the chinese had no
desire to see taiwan reunited with china, but thought that taiwan would be
better off not having foreign armies prying at its door. it was not a pique
issue that they did not want taiwan to join the u.s. and other democratic

nations, but a strategic calculation. they had been negotiating, not so
discreetly, with the taiwanese independence movement for the last several
years. in the last two years, the negotiations have reached a point where

china may be willing to sell off taiwan to the united states for u. help against
the japanese in wwii. but the taiwanese are suspicious of that, and the

americans are not enthusiastic, especially about giving the chinese veto
power over all of asia. with america in the quagmire of iraq and afghanistan,
the world is weary of another superpower imbroglio, and the chinese know
how to use their special status as the world's second-largest economy to

their advantage.
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the odds are not good. in the countrys history, the people have been almost
continuously at war with one another, sometimes with their own leaders.
thailand, indonesia, vietnam, cambodia, malaysia, and indonesia have all

suffered military coups. the philippines has been the scene of more bloody
episodes than any other country in the world. the 19th century saw a

succession of revolts, rebellions, and civil wars. the 20th century was torn
by the japanese, the americans, and the chinese. the moro rebellion was

not formally at war with the united states, but the moros would have
stopped at nothing to prevent philippine independence. the marcos

dictatorship was taken down in 1986, but only at a terrible cost, including
the disappearance of perhaps one-fourth of the countrys population. the
aquino government is a far more stable one, but the country has been

battered and bruised by external as well as internal factors. in an interview
with adi nes, the film director of china men, he described his own

experience as a chinese american: i grew up in a lot of different places.
sometimes i felt like a chinese person, sometimes a japanese person,

sometimes a mexican, american, or korean. i had to experience the culture
on all of the continents. i got to go to europe and latin america. i went to

africa and asia. so i just thought, you know, i just felt like i had to
experience the culture on every continent. china men is a very important

story for me. i grew up in stockton, california, so i used to go to san
francisco a lot. so one day i was thinking about how i wanted to change my
life, and one day i was just doing a lot of thinking, and i was thinking about
how the chinese culture is so different. the chinese culture is more than just
cooking and cloths. the chinese culture is about family. i thought about how
i wanted to go to china and experience the chinese culture, and i would be

able to do it with this film. i went to taiwan to do the film, and then i went to
new york to do the movie. and i thought this film would be about the

chinese culture, but also it would be about family. this was the first film i
directed in hollywood. so in china men it was about the chinese culture and

the family. i would make a film like this in china. 5ec8ef588b
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